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Designed to be compact, easy to operate 
and exceptionally manoeuvrable when in use, 
whilst the oversized transit wheels allow easy 
movement to and from any specific locations. 
The cylinder power brush ensures deep cleaning performance, whilst the twin water pickup 
nozzles allow multi-directional operation which is vitally important when cleaning narrow 
walkways often found in shops and food stores. You can walk in forwards and reverse out 
without turning and without loss of scrubbing and drying performance.

The TwinTec 1840 cable machine has been 
designed to address the question of size being 
exceptionally compact, yet with performance 
equal to bigger machines.
The compact design really does allow this machine to clean 
in areas normally cleaned by hand, yet 30% to 40% faster  
and better.

Although designed for small and congested areas the TT1840 is 
equally at home in larger areas and can be used in conjunction 
with our cable roll, “the cable reel that rolls”, extending the cable 
length from 20m to 40m without any loss of performance.

The style and proportion of the polyform water tanks allow 
for the machine to adopt a convenient tilt position with only 
approximately 5 litres in the clean water tank to facilitate single 
handed brush or pad changing.

●  Compact
Yet exceptionally manoeuvrable.

●  Multidirectional
Twin water pickup nozzles for all round
cleaning.

●  Cylinder Power Brush
Ensures deep cleaning.

●  Swing Steering
Provides easy directional control.

●  Transit Wheels
Oversized transit wheels allow easy
movement to and from any location.

●  Simple Control
Easy to use operator controls.

Simple brush access

Overfill cut off system

Adjustable water flow

Operator controls

TT1535

TwinTec The Compact Single Disc
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●  Water Feed System
360o liquid feed for uniform delivery.

●  Convenient
Fold flat design for easy transport from
site to site.

●  Rugged Construction
Tough all steel chassis design.

●  Fully Adjustable Handle
For the perfect working position.

●  Low Noise
Quieter, unobtrusive design means true
versatility.

●  Easy Change
Easy one handed brush or pad
changing.

Easy and generous fill cap

Visible operation

Simple controls

TT1840

20m Cable reel

Model Brush 
Motor

Vac  
Motor Power Brush 

Speed Range Brush Width Capacity Weight Dimensions (WxLxH)

TT1535S 400W 1000W 220-240V
50Hz 1000rpm 42m 450mm 15L 38kg 480x750x740mm

Model Brush 
Motor

Vac  
Motor Power Brush 

Speed Range Pad/Brush 
Width Capacity Weight Dimensions (WxLxH)

TT1840 400W 300W 220-240V
50Hz 150rpm 42m 360/400mm 18L 40kg 520x880x1132mm



One very big advantage of small machines is they can easily be moved from site to site (job 
to job) (contract to contract) and to facilitate this we have allowed the operator handle to fold 
flat for transit purposes and yet have the full range of operator adjustment when in use.

The style and proportion of the polyform  
water tanks allow for the machine to adopt  
a convenient tilt position with only approximately  
5-litres in the clean water tank to facilitate single  
handed brush or pad changing.
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Power when you need it Specifications TT1840
TwinTec... Better by design

Folds down very 
small for easy 
storage or transit

Brush 
Motor

Vac  
Motor Power Fluid flow 

tap at 45º
Pad/Brush 
pressure

Cleaning 
Range

Pad/Brush 
width Capacity Weight Brush Speed Dimensions     

WxLxH

400W 300W 220-240V  
50Hz

0.35 L/min 
(60mins)

27.4/
26.2 g/cm2 42m 36/40cm 18L 40kg 150rpm 520x880x 

1132mm

Tilt mode

448mm

520mm

880mm

Ø 200mm
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When small is truly beautifulTwinTec...
Like its battery brother, this is a machine designed from the floor up but still using  
a series of well and truly time tested components to ensure that performance and  
reliability go hand in hand.

The Cable Roll is one of those innovations we have 
been making for more than 30 years and they are 
more popular now than ever, providing an extra 
20m of cable when you need it

A pleasure to use, convenient 
in size, generous performance, 
cleaning as it should be.

A range of easy fit brushes and drive boards; all 
incorporating our 360° water feed system providing 
uniform liquid delivery to the floor, ensuring 
consistent performance standards.

Visible operation

The TwinTec 1840 cable machine has been designed to 
address the question of size being exceptionally compact, 
yet with performance equal to bigger machines.

     TT1840

Simple controls

Easy and generous fill cap

Rugged all-steel 
chassis with full and 
easy access to all 
components

Heavy Duty
brush drive

Robust and generous 
18-litre polyform clean 
water container

Easy clean polyform top 
dirty water container 
with simple dump hose 
emptying feature

Fully adjustable
handle

Brushes or pads

Easy brush 
access

High 
performance
vacuum motor

Easy 
filling

The compact and soft body design really does allow 
this machine to clean in areas normally cleaned by 
hand, yet 30% to 40% faster and better.

Although designed for small and congested areas the 
TT1840 is equally at home in larger areas and can be 
used in conjunction with our cable roll, “the cable reel 
that rolls”, extending the cable length from 20m to 
40m without any loss of performance.

270° Rotating 
Squeegee System


